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No More Sabotage: Developing Your Success Mindset

All successful people have at least one thing in common: A success mindset.
It doesn’t matter if they are a businessperson, an artist, a successful athlete, or an inventor.
They all have the attitude and qualities to rise above their own personal troubles and to see
things others can’t or don’t see.
Why is it that some people are more successful than their peers are? They may be average in
looks and come from backgrounds with various struggles and little money. Yet they become
very successful.
Your lot in life isn’t what determines what you can or cannot achieve. Having the right state of
mind is a key factor to being successful in business and life in general. The way you think about
succeeding can help you move ahead or keep you stagnant.
Many times our thoughts are what hold us back from succeeding at something. We secondguess ourselves. We have doubts. We have negative thoughts or opinions. We tell ourselves
that we aren’t good enough, smart enough, talented enough, or whatever fits the situation. This
is all self-sabotaging behavior, which can be changed.

There are many reasons why we do this. It could be fear of the unknown. It can come from the
action being outside our comfort zone. It might be we were raised to think in a certain way.
Whatever the cause, mindset has a profound effect on how we succeed in life.
Anyone can develop a success mindset and harness the power it has to change your life. One
of the first things you need to realize is that to be successful you have to be prepared for it in
your mind.
What is mindset and why does it profoundly affect how we see things?
In this report, we will look at what mindset is and how the wrong mindset can be sabotaging
your success. The reasons behind this behavior will be discussed. Finally, we will give you tips
for developing a success mindset.

What is Mindset?
Everyone has heard of the law of attraction and positive thinking. Mindset is these and more.
Mindset is the way we perceive success. It is the negative, fear induced thoughts that hold you
back versus positive, self-supporting thoughts that help you grow.
Your mindset has three basic parts - your IQ, the behavioral patterns you’ve learned, and your
abilities or skills. Your mindset is your beliefs about yourself and your most basic qualities. It’s
what you believe about your intelligence, your talent, your personality, and your abilities. It’s the
belief of whether you believe these traits are fixed traits that can’t be changed or if they can be
learned and improved upon throughout your life.
There are two kinds of mindset: fixed mindset and growth mindset.

Fixed Mindset
People who have a fixed mindset believe they were born with everything they need to succeed–
intelligence, skills, talent, etc. They believe they are guaranteed success simply because of the
characteristics and talents they already have. They seldom try new things, take chances, or look
at things from a different perspective.
People with a fixed mindset often worry about their mindset traits and their suitability. They often
feel that they have to prove things to themselves and others. Yet, they only do what they feel
comfortable doing. They can achieve some success but more often than not, they reach a
ceiling that keeps them from moving any further up the success chain.
Growth Mindset
People with a growth mindset believe anyone can achieve success with hard work and a
believer’s attitude. They don’t believe in quitting. This allows them to strive while others run into
roadblocks.
These people believe everyone is teachable. They are willing to learn what they need to in order
to grow to the next level. People with a growth mindset believe they have some natural abilities
in certain areas but it must be cultivated in order to take full advantage of it.
They know there is always room to improve on what they know and they’re not afraid to fail.
They know trying and failing are important parts of learning and achieving. They are willing to
put in the effort to succeed by taking action that moves them toward their goals.
Your mindset is made up of your skills, your intelligence, and your behavioral patterns. Some
believe they are fixed and cannot be changed or enhanced. Others see them as the starting
point to growth and change.

Why do You Have Self-Sabotaging Behavior?
Self-sabotage is when part of your personality acts in conflict with another part of your
personality. If you want to succeed, why do you sabotage it with your behavior? Bad habits,
negative self-talk, and other self-defeating behaviors can come from many sources.
Self-sabotage is often associated with poor self-esteem, low self-worth, and no self-confidence.
You can suffer from this type of behavior pattern because you can’t effectively control your
emotions. You react to circumstances or people in ways that prevent you from reaching your
goals.
Self-sabotage is used to cope during difficult situations or times when you feel like you are not
capable or worthy.
Here are four causes of self-defeating behavior:
1. Anticipating failure. You may be accustomed to situations failing or not turning out as
you hoped. Dysfunctional or negative people may be pulling you down. You could be
afraid to try something different because you don’t want to risk failing.
2. Bad habits. Unhealthy behaviors or thoughts like excessive drinking, smoking,
uncontrolled anger, or overeating can cause you to stick with what is familiar. You tell
yourself you can’t change these habits so why try.

3. Internalized negative thoughts. If you grew up with a parent who always saw the
negative side of everything, worried about what could go wrong, or how they looked to
others, you may have taken on a similar attitude without even knowing it.
4. Listening to your critical inner voice. This voice is formed from experiences early in our
life. You internalize the attitudes of others directed toward you. Because others may
have seen you as lazy, you may have grown up feeling useless. Your self-sabotaging
inner voice might tell you not to try. For example, “Why bother? You’ll never succeed
anyway.”
Self-sabotage is often an unconscious thought or behavior that is in direct conflict with our
desire to succeed.
Avoid Self-Sabotage Success
Now that you know why you are sabotaging your success, you need to learn how to avoid these
thoughts and behaviors to achieve the success you desire. To do this you need to be aware of
when you are in this state.

Here are some characteristics, thoughts, and behaviors to watch for:
•

Fear of failure, taking risks or making mistakes

•

Not being able to plan ahead

•

Inability to say “no” to others

•

Not considering the consequences of your actions or not thinking carefully before
making a decision

•

Inability to admit mistakes or errors

•

Worrying constantly, procrastinating

•

Having unrealistic expectations, expecting perfectionism

•

Critically judging yourself or others and comparing yourself to others

•

Always complaining about people, circumstances, or perceived bad luck

•

Spending more than you make

•

Limiting beliefs, emotions, and attitudes

•

Focusing on what’s not working or on wishful daydreams

Recognizing and counteracting self-sabotage:
1. Fear of failure, success, taking risks or making mistakes – Everyone has this fear at
some point on the journey to success. This is often just a fear of change. Think about
what is the worst that can happen? Then turn it around…. What’s the best thing that can
happen? Don’t dwell on what could go wrong. Everyone makes mistakes. The key is to
learn from them.
2. Inability to move forward because of too many options – Having too many options can
lead to decision paralysis. The best way to avoid this is to take action. Pick one thing to
do and get started.
3. Giving up when things get tough – This is a big one for many people, especially in the
world of doing business on the internet. It’s so easy to start a blog but, when you don’t
see success quickly, you give up. To avoid this behavior, set smart, realistic goals and
work towards them. Set up daily tasks toward achieving these goals and stick with it.
4. Spending more than you are bringing in – Invest in the tools and resources that will help
you grow and succeed. Avoid spending money on junk and everything that comes
across your monitor. Think carefully about purchases. Decide how you will implement
them before you spend anything.
5. Inability to say “no” – Your time is your most valuable asset. It’s non-renewable. Don’t be
afraid to tell others you can’t do something or that you aren’t available at this time. Being
able to say no frees up your time for what is important to your success.

6. Denying responsibility – Accept the part you play in the success or failure of a project.
Be responsible for your success by doing the work and admitting when you make a
mistake or fail just as often as when you succeed.
7. Negative self-talk – You tell yourself you aren’t good enough, smart enough, or
technically savvy enough. It’s best left out of your thoughts. Focus on positive stories.
Tell yourself you are good enough, you can learn what you need to know, or you are
smart enough. Back those stories up with facts of “a time when” you proved you were
good enough, smart enough, or overcame a technology hurdle.
8. Disregarding behaviors – Identify the self-sabotaging behavior that prevents you from
moving forward. Be consciously aware of your actions and the decisions you make.
Pinpoint specific triggers and remove them if possible. Identify limiting beliefs and work
on transforming them into empowering beliefs.
9. Ignoring mistakes – Learn from your mistakes. Take time to reflect each day on how you
reacted to circumstances you encountered that day.
Counteracting self-sabotage takes practice, vigilance, and constant control over your thoughts
and actions. If necessary, write down any self-sabotaging thoughts or behaviors when you
become aware of doing them. Then work on changing them.

Tips for Ensuring Success
Everything you experience in life can create a habit of sabotaging your success. Even when
things are going right, you may be afraid. You might start giving yourself self-sabotaging talks
about how you are going to fail or mess thing up. Preventing this behavior means, you have to
recognize and counteract the negative with positive. These tips can help you ensure success.

•

Don’t say “Can’t”. Every day you give yourself all sorts of reasons why you can’t do this
or achieve that. Stop it. You have the ability to take the actions you needed to get closer
to your goal of succeeding. Instead of saying I can’t, figure out what is causing you to
think that way. Is it a fear of doing something? Are you unwilling to do what is necessary
to make something happen? Find out why and then face that reality.

•

Avoid telling yourself “someday”. Being afraid to take action often leads to
procrastination and telling yourself that you will do it “someday”. But that someday often
never comes. You never get to it. Instead, stop putting off what you want or need to do
or learn to be successful.

•

Quit putting off taking action. Your brain will often convince you you’re not ready, you
don’t know enough yet and you must do more research before you take action or make a
decision. This analysis paralysis leads to mentally being unable to take action on
anything. Time flies when you use excuses for not doing the work to follow your dreams.
Start taking action and learn as you go.

•

Stop saying you don’t have time to build success. Turn off the TV. Stay off Twitter and
Facebook. Spend one less weekend partying. Instead, use that time to build your
business. Prioritize your goals for success over these other activities.

•

Get away from negative people. Misery loves company. If you want to be miserable and
unsuccessful, hang out with your negative friends. It’s often hard for unhappy people to
support others who are on the road to success. Distance yourself as much as possible
from negative people as you go for your goals. Find and hang out with people who are
positive and committed to creating their own success.

•

Forget justifying why you did or didn’t do something. Instead, watch yourself. Observe
what you did and why you did it. Was it fear, control issues, or a need for attention?
Once you know why you are doing something, you can begin to make changes to avoid
repeating it.

•

Don’t just assume you know what success means. Visualize what true success will look
like to you.

•

Don’t be a perfectionist. If you mess up, don’t give up. Tell yourself we all make mistakes
and mistakes can be fixed.

•

Quit jumping all over the place. Learn to focus on what is most important to your
success. For example, concentrate on one ways to make money at a time. Trying to
balance multiple moneymaking projects at one time just leads to frustration. Successful
people develop the ability to concentrate on what they need to succeed.

•

Don’t try to please everyone all the time. Work hard and take risks. You can’t. When you
see yourself doing this, take a step back and define who really matters and what you can
do to please yourself and them.

Falling into the self-sabotage trap keeps you from reaching for the success you desire.
Recognizing when this happens and learning how to move away from those traps is key in
growing a successful mindset.

Tips for Developing a Successful Mindset
Even if you are a self-sabotaging thinker, you can develop a success mindset. There are many
helpful things you can do to counteract negative self-talk.

Tips for developing a successful mindset:
•

Be grateful. Practice gratitude in different forms. This can include writing in a gratitude
journal every day. This allows you to recognize what you have daily. Another way to
focus on gratitude is to say what you are grateful for aloud. Try to find something new
each day.

•

Gain clarity on what you want to accomplish. Then commit to accomplishing this. For
example, maybe you have a goal to write a book. Ask yourself why you are writing a
book? Who is the book for? When you’ve answered those questions move on to actually
writing the book.

•

Take a leap of faith and start. Summon the courage to get started on what you want to
achieve. Grand ideas or intentions don’t mean anything if you never take action on them.
Action builds your confidence, driving you to do things you’ve avoided before.

•

Don’t go for the quick fix or the shortest path. Be persistent and stick with it even when it
gets hard. Write down the negative thoughts and doubts – why you can’t or shouldn’t.
Then tear up the paper and throw it away. This releases you from all these thoughts,
allowing the positive ones to take their place.

•

Be willing to fail. Part of success means learning how to fail. Developing a mindset for
success requires you to step out of your comfort zone and adopt a can-do attitude. You
will have challenges and setbacks but owning up to them and being willing to make a
mistake keeps you growing.

•

Don’t be afraid to seek help. It’s not a sign of weakness. When you get stuck, seek out
others who can help you move forward.

•

Show up even when others don’t want to see you succeed. It’s your life. Drop the crappy
excuses, remove your limitations, and take control of what you can. Take bold massive
action.

•

Have the desire to do things differently. Be willing to explore all options. Step out of the
box and be adventurous in opening your mind to alternative ideas.

•

Create a list of goals you want to accomplish. Then create a vision board of these
dreams and goals. Put it somewhere you will see it every day.

•

Build a positive attitude. A success mindset means having a positive attitude towards
everything, even your challenges. A positive attitude helps you respond calmly and with
confidence. It does away with the victim mindset. Monitor your thoughts on a daily basis
until it becomes second nature to think positively.

•

Meditate daily to slow down an overactive mind. Meditation helps you gain control over
your thoughts.

•

Associate with inspiring people. Network online and in person with others who are
successful and inspire you.

•

Invest in a mentor. A mentor can be a valuable asset. They can help you get unstuck,
hold you accountable, and help you eliminate your self-limiting beliefs.

Acknowledge your need to change and take the steps to make changes to your mindset for
success.

The Next Step
Your success depends on your thought process and your behaviors. A mindset for success is
positive, looks outside the box, and is willing to make mistakes. They follow through and don’t
give up when things become challenging.
A success mindset thinks bigger and bolder. They do away with the self-sabotaging patterns of
behavior of having a narrow focus and being unable to see the bigger picture. A person with a
success mindset takes the time to expand their understanding and think bigger in any situation.
A person with a success mindset will not only ask questions, they ask better questions. Asking
questions that are more effective allows you to gain a different perspective about the situations
you find yourself in. These questions include:
What have I learned from this going through this experience?
What would I do differently if given another chance?
How will changing my response help me get what I want?
What are the potential benefits in this situation?
A person developing a success mindset treats the process as an experiment. They know that
change doesn’t happen overnight, that it’s a process.

Those with a success mindset seek advice from other people who have been through what you
are going through. They can give you helpful advice and suggestions to move beyond your selfsabotage beliefs.
Those wanting to develop a success mindset learn to make plans in advance. They set goals
and the steps necessary to reach those goals. They focus on the solutions and not the
limitations or inadequacies that lead to problems and setbacks.
A success mindset allows you to adjust your expectations to the situation, the conditions, and
the resources available. On the other hand, they are more likely to take risks than those who
play it safe. They can handle uncertainty and change.
A self-sabotage mindset sees the negative side of things. They believe they can’t do something
or they give up when things become difficult or challenging. They don’t see the solution in any
way except the normal one.
Self-sabotaging behavior is often what keeps you from succeeding. Bad habits, negative selftalk, worrying, and fear can limit your success. It’s a part of your personality, behavior, and
conditioned responses from your environment.
It can be due to low self-worth, poor self-esteem, or lack of self-confidence. It can be something
we learned as a child or from others in authority. These behavior patterns can be changed
though, with time and actively thinking about what you are doing. By realizing what is causing
your behavior, knowing when you are doing something that is self-sabotaging your success, and
learning how to counteract that behavior is the first steps in changing.

50 Success Mindset Tips
Success can depend on many factors. One of those is your mindset. How you think, your
behavior, and your beliefs can all affect how you succeed. A success mindset begins with
positive thinking.
Here are 50 success tips for developing a success mindset.
1.

Henry Ford said, “Whether you think you can or think you can’t, you’re right.”

2.

Eliminate negative thoughts as soon as you recognize you are having them.

3.

Keep a gratitude journal and practice gratitude every day. Be grateful for what you have.

4.

Build confidence by taking action on your goals even when you are terrified.

5.

Clearly define what success means to you. Then take action on achieving that success.

6.

Create a success mindset by filling your mind with positive reinforcement and self-talk.

7.

Stop blaming everyone and everything else for your lack of success.

8.

Take a risk to be successful. Don’t let fear keep you from living life your way.

9.

“You are the average of the five people you spend the most time with.” Jim Rohn

10. Take responsibility for your actions. If you make a mistake, say so. If you succeed, take
credit.
11. Have a clear vision of your future. A success mindset knows where they want to be in
the future.
12. People, with a success mindset, look at the possibilities in life. Challenge yourself to
make some happen.
13. Ask for help. If you are sabotaging your success, it might be time to get help to change
your mindset.
14. Stop worrying. Worrying is a form of fear. It’s sabotaging your success. Focus on what
good can happen instead.
15. Those with a success mindset spend time in deep thinking.
16. Successful people take time to analyze your life. Look at your purpose and your vision of
your life.
17. “If you don’t build your dreams, then someone will hire you to build theirs.” Tony Gaskins
18. When you have a success mindset, you use your imagination every day to solve
problems and challenges.
19. Successful people protect and manage their time. Plan your day, week, month, and year
before it begins.
20. Successful people attempt to make accurate decisions based on actual facts not
emotions or assumptions.

21. A person with a success mindset is constantly growing, learning new skills, and building
confidence.
22. Develop the ability to focus and concentrate on the outcome to be successful.
23. Successful people associate with like-minded people. Avoid the negative thinkers from
your life.
24. Successful people reach their goals faster with the help of a mentor or successful coach.
25. “In order to succeed, your desire for success should be greater than your fear of failure.”
Bill Cosby
26. Those with a success mindset know that the “fake it until you make it” results in small
wins, building confidence.
27. Talent plays a small role in success. Hard work over the long haul plays a big role in
success.
28. Understand and believe in yourself to succeed. Build your skills, knowledge and selfworth so others value you.
29. Don’t blame others for your place in life. Success mindset people take responsibility for
their lives.
30. Look at challenges as learning experiences on your road to success.
31. Be in control of your life to succeed. Don’t let something or someone else control your
growth.
32. A success mindset can be developed. You don’t have to live with what you are given.
Change it.
33. “I've failed over and over and over again in my life and that is why I succeed.” Michael
Jordan
34. Don’t be afraid to fail. Part of success is learning from your failures and using them to
grow.
35. Take calculated risks and leaps of faith to reach your goals.
36. Successful people give credit to those who helped them succeed.
37. Success people recognize a higher power, regardless of their faith.
38. A person with a success mindset doesn’t believe in luck. They make their own.
39. Successful people are resilient. Take advantage of opportunities when you see them. Or
create your own opportunities.
40. Successful people learn to network. Surround yourself with people who complement
your talents, skills, and knowledge.
41. “Success depends upon previous preparation, and without such preparation there is
sure to be failure.” Confucius

42. Be persistent. The success mindset focuses on what they can do instead of their
challenges or conditions.
43. If you want to stay where you are, procrastinate. Success is all about taking action.
44. Thinking small sabotages your success. Small thinking limits you. Think and do big.
45. Without a plan, you are sabotaging your success. Plan the route to your success.
46. Successful people create systems to keep themselves on track.
47. Take small steps toward your goals each day to reach success.
48. Be the CEO of you. Make executive decisions to take you to success.
49. Having a success mindset, you learn to distance yourself from your emotions. Step back
until you are objective.
50. The foundation stones for a balanced success are honesty, character, integrity, faith,
love, and loyalty. Zig Ziglar
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